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How this will go
1. Quick-ish introduction
2. Introduction to Responsible Innovation
3. What agency you have in you careers
4. Intro to Social Impact + Practical tools to 

kickstart your projects (Wednesday)



Lyel Resner
● Visiting Faculty, Head of Public Interest Tech 

Studio, Cornell Tech

● Cofounder 

○ Startups & Society Initiative

○ Responsible Innovation Founders Summit

○ Swayable (YC18)

○ Failed Education Non Profit

● Early Exec Flatiron School

● 8y Adjunct Professor of Social Innovation at 

NYU 

● Recovering Physicist/Trader

● Marginally competent surfer





“
This, I submit, is the freedom of a real education… 

You get to consciously decide what has meaning and 
what doesn’t. You get to decide what to worship.



“

a close-mindedness that amounts to an 
imprisonment so total 

…that the prisoner doesn’t even know he’s locked 
up.”  





“Direction is more 
important than 
speed.”
 



Fun with Nomenclature

“Values-sensitive Design”

“Public Interest Tech”

“Ethical Tech”

“Civic Tech”

“Responsible Tech”

“Rights-respecting Tech”

“Humane Tech”

“Tech for Good”

1. Responsible Innovation (Do no harm) 
eg. enabling violence and extremism, 
furthering inequities, perpetuating bias, 
infringing on privacy, exploiting workers, 
destroying democracy, etc. 

2. Social Impact (Create positive social 
change).  Advancing Human Rights,  
achieving UN SDGs 





How positively has the internet affected you as 
an individual?



How positively has the internet affected society?



Credit: https://doteveryone.org.uk/



“
...will create forgetfulness in learners souls.

Socrates

Source: Ong 2012





“
technology’s interaction with the social ecology is such that technical 
developments frequently have environmental, social, and human 
consequences that go far beyond the immediate purposes of the 
technical devices and practices themselves

M. Kranzburg



“

I lay awake at night thinking about all the things we built in the early 
days and what we could have done to avoid the product being used this 
way.

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/10/early-facebook-employees-regret-the-monster-they-created. Vanity Fair, Oct. 12, 2017.



Inadvisable 
Responsible Tech 

Strategy
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20



20

Unintended Consequences
20

20

I feel tremendous guilt. I think we all knew in the back of our minds, even 
though we feigned this whole line of “there probably aren’t any really bad 
unintended consequences.” I think in the deep recesses of our minds we kind of 
knew something bad could happen, but I think the ways we defined it were not 
like this.”1

Chamath Palihapitiya, Facebook’s former vice president for user growth

Discuss:
Can technologists account for 

unintended consequences?
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Unintended Consequences
20

21

I feel tremendous guilt. I think we all knew in the back of our minds, even 
though we feigned this whole line of “there probably aren’t any really bad 
unintended consequences.” I think in the deep recesses of our minds we kind of 
knew something bad could happen, but I think the ways we defined it were not 
like this.”1

Chamath Palihapitiya, Facebook’s former vice president for user growth

VSD
Stakeholders

Time
Pervasiveness

Values
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Unintended Consequences
20

22

I feel tremendous guilt. I think we all knew in the back of our minds, even 
though we feigned this whole line of “there probably aren’t any really bad 
unintended consequences.” I think in the deep recesses of our minds we kind of 
knew something bad could happen, but I think the ways we defined it were not 
like this.”1

Chamath Palihapitiya, Facebook’s former vice president for user growth



“

…the really significant education in thinking that we’re 
supposed to get in a place like this isn’t really about 
the capacity to think, but rather about the choice of 
WHAT to think about.”



Source: Institute for the Future/Omidiyar, 
Ethical OS, 2018



Credit: https://doteveryone.org.uk/



Source: Berkman Klein Center, Harvard, April 
2015









Stakeholders
Employees
Customers
Shareholders
Your Community
Government
The Planet
Other???



“
 “Entrepreneurs are the designers of companies. Great startup CEOs recognize 

very early that their job is not to build a product, but to build a 
company — defined by mission, values, and culture.”

- Phin Barnes,

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/10/early-facebook-employees-regret-the-monster-they-created. Vanity Fair, Oct. 12, 2017.







“What we must 
understand, is that 
if I am hungry, you 
are in danger.”
 





Business Case for Responsible Innovation
Attract and Retain top talent
Generate consumer trust and loyalty
Build social capital

→ Prevent disasters that cost time, money, and 
reputation.



Trend 1: The Talent (YOU) 
Cares



28% have seen 
decisions that they 
felt could have 
negative 
consequences for 
people or society. 

63% want more 
time and 
resources to think 
about the impacts 
of products. 

 

78%  would like 
practical resources 
to help them

Source:   https://doteveryone.org.uk/project/industry-attitudes-to-responsible-technology/



Trend 2: Growing Public 
Scrutiny



Backlash



Trend 3: Growing Regulatory 
Scrutiny





→ Getting ahead of these issues is a business 
imperative



Create Incentive Flywheels



→ Getting ahead of these issues is a 
business imperative



“We’re already resource constrained.”  
“We’re still trying to find product market fit.”
“We’re focussed on making payroll”
“It’s too early”
“It’s too hard to predict”
“What can we realistically do?”
“We sell X.  This doesn’t apply to us.”
“We’d know if there was an ethical problem.”



Business Case for Responsible Tech
Attract and Retain the best talent
Generate user loyalty
Build social capital
Prevent disasters that cost time, money, and 
reputation.

Have a genuinely positive impact.  Build 
something you’re proud of.  



Dive deep
Responsible AI
Algorithmic Bias
Content Moderation
Ethical Supply Chains
Data Privacy + Security
…and more



People to follow 

Safiya Noble — Noble —Algorithms of Oppression
Ruha Benjamin —Race on Technology
Kamal Sinclair — Guild of Future Architects
Mimi Onuoha — People’s Guide to AI
Ellen Pao —Project Include
Joy Buolamwini —Algorithmic Justice League
Eli Pariser — Civic Signals
Sarah Williams — MIT Civic Data Lab
Kathy Pham —Mozilla, Harvard
Wilneida Negron — Coworker
Rumman Chowdhury - Parity AI
Shoshanna Ziboff —Surveillance Capitalism



Other orgs

Ford Fdn —Public Interest Tech Initiative
Berkman Klein Center at Harvard
Zebras Unite —alternative exits
Long Term Stock Exchange 
BLab
Dev/Color —Supporting black technologists
Code2040 — Building diverse talent pipelines in SV
Responsible Innovation Labs
Startups & Society Initiative
All Tech is Human



Frameworks
Ethical OS
Consequence Scanning
Ethical Data Canvas
Society Centered Design
Design Justice Network
Bcorp





“I was reborn, 
when I was 
broken.”
 



Thank you!



Appendix



How can we ensure that 
technology creates a more 

just and prosperous future for 
everyone?


